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Samsung has recently come up with the newly launched fabulous mobile phone with the name
Duos. This is considered as a dual SIM GSM mobile phone which is in great vogue among the
buyers and has been developed using advanced methods and techniques. This is a new entrant in
the version of Duos with the name Samsung Star II Duos C6712. After taking the market in capture,
this mobile phone has aroused the curiosity of buyers in knowing as to what all new this mobile has
to offer to the users.

Samsung Star brings along another enchanting mobile phone in the series with the name Samsung
Star II Duos C6712. The new mobile phone called Samsung C6712 Star II Duos supports a dual on
GSM cell phone which is designed stylishly and slightly different from the previously launched
Samsung Star II. It has got to feature a capacitive touchscreen which is 3.2 inch wide and supports
the new high end technology named as WVGA. Featuring the perfect capacity of 1200 mAh
batteries, it enables you to enjoy non-stop talking for a longer time period.

What counts to be the most plausible benefit of this mobile is its bigger screen sizes that claims it to
be a fabulous Samsung Smartphone. As far as functioning is concerned, this mobile work on the
fabulous TouchWiz interface UI 3.0 which is also quite supportive of Social Service Hub. With such
a fabulous connectivity options, you can now chat by taking an easy access to facebook and twitter
along with other popular social websites. While you think of connectivity this sleek beauty to other
similar mobile, you will be having the facility of connecting via Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 3.0. Now you can
enjoy easy and chaos free transfer of data and important files from one gadget to another. It also
works as a fabulous camera phone and has got to support the fabulous 3.15 MP camera that lets
you capture your precious moment as and when you want. The screen is also supportive of 144
colour, 240 Ã— 400 pixels that makes texting easier and more fun than ever before. Samsung Star II
Duos C6712. As add-ons, it has a document viewer (word, excel, PowerPoint, pdf), stereo FM radio
(RDS) and voice memo. This fabulous mobile model has surpassed the limits of perfection, where it
is now set in great demand among the buyers.
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